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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT SYSTEM 

P. ANDRÁS 

hetract. The concepts are basic bricks of the cognitive processes. The development 

the concept system is a very challenging problem. Theories dealing with this prob 

Lem can be used in various solutions of the human speech processing and written text 

understanding. In this paper three individual and one communitarian concept systemn 

development process are presented. A formal / theoretic framework will be build, by 

which all of the presented processes can be modeled. Finally an application example is 

presented. 

1. Introduction 

The concepts are basic bricks of the cognitive processes. They play a very im- 

portant role in the understanding of the speech, the reading of the text or in generating 

intelligent and rational decisions ([2, 3, 4, 5). 

The development of the concept system is a very challenging problem. Theories 

dealing with this problem can be used in various solutions of the human speech processing 

and written text understanding. The development of the concept system means the 

process within which the individual develops its own network of concepts. 

In this paper three individual and one communitarian concept system development 

process are presented. A formal/theoretic framework will be build, by which all of the 

Presented processes can be modeled. Finally an application example is presented. 

2.Concept System Development Processes 
la this section some concept system development processes will be presented, which 

are based on natural processes (16|)). 

the macro level processes. We will call micro level processes, those development processes, 

We have to distinguish two types of such processes, the micro level processes, and 

which are taking pa part separately within an individuals concept system. The macro level 
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processes are those development processes which are re working in groups or communitlis 
of individuals. The macro level processes works as standardizat 

oCes8ea, wich 
up common meanings of the individually developed conca. 

We will suppose that the concepts are organized in a network 
Fach csone will be represented by its name, a set of attributes and a sct of hoh.. 

he atritnts are representing the important features of the concepts realizatione The behaviors a Specific processes which can modity the attributes of the concept. Farh Each attribte of 

rganine
concept is a virtual realization of another concept. The concept network is . 

chilk 

along the parent - children relations, which link the concepts ([1]). A concept is the si. of some other concepts, if it was developed based on those concepts, inheriting some d their attributes and behaviors. We will use in addition the notion of the pre-conceyk. which is a structure, which has attributes and behaviors, but not yet has a name and 
not is inserted as a concept in the concept network. The pre-concept can have multiple 
attributes, which are attributes with different names, but which are designing the same 

feature, or it can have behaviors, which are can act contrary in the same time 
The first micro process is describing the process, when the increasing importance

of th 
of an object or of a phenomena results the creation of a new concept. The seps 
process are the following: 

Step 1. The individual observes the some features of the phenomenu ( 
into are a lot of symbols, with a specific meaning, these symbol strings are transjor machine code, etc.) 

strungs Step 2. The importance of the observed phenomena is increasing (e EUTIDE Tportant, there is a lot of discussion about them), and there is Jor 
and the collection coTLcEpt, which contains most of the attributes of the phenomena dna n 

main behaviors of it. 

escendent p 3. The pre-concept is inserted in the concept networx u" * 

sOTLt tzisling concepts. First there is a searching for eristig 
simiar 

endent 
allributes und behaviors like the pre-concept. The pre-concept 

E tUkE the pre-concept. The pre-concept is inserted as ue 

othe Jourd concepts, inheriting some new alributes and benubo ting 
"*y dOme new atlributes and behaviors, too. The neu gets a new nume or gets the nane or modified name of one oJ 

Olied name of one of its ancestors. (It is stu to use the name of source code for the designution of the syie 
COde for the designalion of the symbol strings.) 
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Step 4. ome new concepts are 

aio 1slu inserted concept. The neu concepts are realized by the elimination 

rted.in the concept network, which are descen- 
dants of the previor 

of non- applicable attributes and/ or behaviors. 
d micro level process is describing the case, when a new concept is formed 

The second microl 

auence of the use of a phrase (some words which are used together). The 
as the consequence 

steps of this process are the following: 

Ste 1, A word combination is used, which cannot be interpreted correctly with 
he eristing meaning of the concepts belonging to these words. (ez. it is said that the vine 

s hurning, but we know that the pipe is not burning normally, only eventually, if it is put 
in the fire, but this is not the normal use of the pipe) 

Step 2. To interpret the word combination it is searching for a linkage between the 

concepts. (It is found that the concept of pipe has an attribute with the name pipe- tobacco, 

thich is a virtual realization of the concept of tobacco, which has the behavior is-burning, 
by which can be found the interpretation of the word combination.) The linkage can be 

done through a multiple linkage, too. 

Step 3. The word combination gains importance, and it is used freguently. As a 

TEsult is formed a new concept as a descendent of the active concept, which has a new 

Denavior. The new concept has the same name as his ancestor, and ihe new behavor i 

Talized as the direct interpretation of the behavior designated by the word combination. 

ED concept will have the name pipe, and it will have the new behavior of is-burnang. 

OR Tepresents the process when the tobacco in the pipe is burning 
ne third micro process is more simple, and it represents the process of the co 

Ciouss learning. Its steps are: 

p.A new concept is presented to the individual, indicating s atrioulco St 

behaviors and links within the cept system. 

ep 2. The new concevt is inserted in the concept network at the indicated posi 

on. 

l8 described a single nacro level process, the standardization Or Une 

Finally it is 
by which the co 

COncepts, 
ncreasin similarity betwe 

ne concepts of the individuals are 
transformed in a way 

which resulis 

organized in an Ween the individual concepts. The common 
interpretations 

are 

Ct concept network, which is used with normative force. Based on 
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The steps of the 
. 

this abstract 
network is realized the consCious learning of the concen 

Step 1. A new concept is developed individually by some indi..:1 uals 

municating frequcntly among 
them. (Some programmers are develoni 

macro process are: 

who are cOTm 

concept of 
functional-programming.) 

Step 2. Within the community, the members are agreeing about the com 
8ense 

ers 47e of the concept, and they start to use it wath ts common meaning. (The program 

agrecing about the common meaning of the concept of functional-programmina) 

Step 3. Other individuals, who didnt knew the concept are learning it ith i 

common meaning. (The students are learning the concept oj junctional-programming ilh 

its common meaning.) 

3. A formal model 

In this section we will use the notion of the object for the realization of a concept. 

Let us consider some preliminary notations: 

let C be the set of concepts, 
let C E C be a concept, 
let note with r(C) the set of objects (realizations) of the con- 

cept C, 

if R is an object of concept C, then we have R E r(C), 
let us note by C1> C2 the descendency relation of C, with C1, 
let C = (N, A, a, B, b) be a concept, where 
N is the name of the concept (a string of symbols), 

A = (A1,Az, .., An) is the set of attributes, 
(41, d2, .., 4,n) is the set of the importances of the at 

tributes, 
B= (B1, B2,.., B,) is the set of behaviors, 

The i portanCe of an attribute or of a behavior shows, how protoy 

(61,b2, . bn) is the set of the importances of the behaviors. 
that 

atLribute or bebavior, in other words, how important, or how freguc 
sence of 

eaure in the objects of the concept. The import ances can be intci numbers between 0 and 1, or as fuzZzy numbers between 0 and L. 

rpreted as exact 
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r each A; we have Aj E T{Ci), where C; ¬ C. The behaviors B; are conceived in the form 

B = process(Ai, Aiz1., Ais, ), 
denoting by this a process, Within takes part the mentioned attributes, which 

realizes some behaviors of them. 

Let us note by L = (S1,S2,...y Swy.) the world of events which are realized for an 
individual, the events will be called scenes. 

Let S = (O,o, P.p) be a scene, where 

O (O1, O2,., Ou) is the set of objects which take part in the scene, 
o= (o1,02, .., Ou) is the set of subjective importances of the objects, 
P = (Pi, P2,.., P.) is the set of actions (processes) which take part in the scene, 

P (P1»P2 ., P») is the set of the importances of the processes, 

0 E r(Ci) and 

Pi= process(Oi,,Oig .., Osi,). 
Let us note S, C S, if O CO, and P, C Pa 
Let I(S) be the importance of scene S, which determines the importances o; and 

Pi , too. 

After these introductory notes let us turn to the formal interpretation of processes 

OT the dynamics of the concept system. The micro level rules can be formulated in the 

following way. 
Let Si,(S%, E L) be scenes for which exists S C Si, Vi,(j = 1,.., a), and let 

(0,0, Pp). In plus let I(S.) be increasing (or increasing in trend), as j increases, so 

Ote by imp; the importance for i, then we have imp; > impjo if j> Jo. Then it 1s 

pre concept C (notation create-p(C), so that C = (4,a, B, 6), where 

A= (A1,.., A,), and Ai, 0; ¬ r(C:), 

B= (B1,..., B), and B, = Pi» 
and b are determined based on the importances o and p. 

Let e Us define the similarity measure between two concepts or pre-coep 

sirn(C1,C2) = , uteil. d; + e 
i=l 

qual to 1 if the feature is identical in the two concepts, and 0 otherwise. 
and b; are the importances of the attributes and behaviors, d; and ej are 
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mbers (1,2,. 

The similarity it is 
calculated for each permutation of the nt 

and is taken as the similarity 
measure, 

the maximum. 

rching lor the. 
Let us 

consider that it was 
created the pre-concept C. There is a o 

oncepts C.Cz C for which we have that 

sim(C,Ck)> s0 

ht 
Let Co be the concept for which sim(C,Ck) 18 maxiTma.. We can define dif. 

criterias by which we can select the concepts Ck, Which will be the ascendants of the 

new concept. After the sclection is created the new concept C = (N, A.a. R Al . 

descendent of the selected concepts, and we will have 

N = No or it is created a new name for the new concept, 

A = combination(A, A1,., Ak), 

B combination(B, B1,., Be), 

a = combination(a, a1,.., ak), 

b combination(b, bi,..., b), 
where combination means a certain combining rule, which generates non-contradictur 

results. So, we have that C E C and Ck> C. After this there are created the concepts 

C,C>C', where the concepts C' are creates by the elimination of some features, base 

on the imnportance of these. 

Using this model can be modeled all of the three micro level processes. 
To model the described macro process, we have to consider fhirstly a number of 

Concept networks, C1, C2,..., C,, which contains the concept C with similar, D 
litte 

bit different interpretations. The macro process can be modeled by the carca the 
calculation 

of some 

the weighted nmean of the concepts from the different concept networks, takiu5 
1nportancE or the influencing power of each individual, which holds the co 

account 

cept system 

4. An example 

n this section an application of the previously introau presented, for the case of the fornation of the concepts of the Sna 

work A 

luced formal framew 

numbers. 
Small positive intege 

Let us consider the scenes Sk = (Ok,ok, P,p), with 118 
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(Oik.., Onk), and Oik E r{Ck),P = (P),P meaning the simultaneous 
O 
for i = 1,., T. Let us suppose that the scenes Se happens frequently 

existence of Ok 

and I(S) is sutficiently high frequently. 
Then we have C C Co and r(C) E r(C%), so Ojk ¬ r(Co), where Ch is the root 

concept of the concept system. 

Recause I(S%) is frequently high, the pre-concept Cis forined with the components 
A = (A1, An), A; ¬ r(Co), 

B= (B1), 

B representing the process of the simultaneous existence of A; (a and b are defined 
with the maximal elements). 

As a result the concept CM, Co> CM, is created with the components A = A 

and B B (a =a and b = b), and with the name N = many. Similarly the concept 
CU,C> CU, is created with the name one, and with the components 

A = (A1), A, ¬ r(Co), B = (B1), 
Bi representing the process of unique existence of A (a and b are defined with the

maximal elements). 

After this there are created the concepts C2, C3, with the names two, three, as the 

SCenes with two, three, etc. elements became important for that individual. The names 

of the classes can be individually specific at the start, but later they are modified conformn 

to the macro level processes. 

5. Conclusions 

The presented model of the concept system development gave a formal framework 

which it is possible the natural like modeling of these processes. 

T ls model can be used as a part of intelligent agent programs or adaptive user 

Sin order to generate the knowledge background for case specific actions and 

nutual understanding and collaboration. 
y rt refinement and development of the presented model it is would be pos- 

intelligent agents and adaptive user rfaces. 
sible to create a f *Eeneral scope framework for knowledge base building for expert systems, 
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